With PREMISE, Haworth Design Studio established a reference point for others to follow. Its unique combination of design and application freedom, innovative technology solutions, and price scalability have made PREMISE the leading choice for companies around the globe.

Through the broadest offering of any single-panel system, PREMISE satisfies a wide range of applications. What’s more, Haworth has continued to invest energy and resources into the line to ensure that it responds to organizations’ emerging needs. From open plan monolithic applications to floor-to-ceiling private spaces, PREMISE addresses the most diverse and demanding requirements with a single platform. Plan for now and for later—PREMISE anticipates the future and is prepared to adapt.
Its expressive design, versatility, and responsiveness make PREMISE the choice of organizations of every size and type. From the open plan to private offices, PREMISE can be scaled up or down to achieve a variety of looks.

Emphasizing Haworth’s commitment to customers, PREMISE intelligently offsets the cost and complexity associated with an evolving workspace. No other system allows for such a variety of applications, configurations, and technology demands.

Stack PREMISE from floor to ceiling or blend monolithic and stackable panels. PREMISE is based on a simple kit of parts with universal connectors for easy installation and reconfiguration. In addition to its architectural feel, the 3” profile increases utility capacity with lay-in cabling at the base, worksurface, and standing height. And PREMISE was the first to incorporate user-friendly options such as tackable surfaces, grommets, and locking storage as standard.

Zody Task Seating: Relias Mesh back, Karakul Kink seat.
PREMISE is anything but predictable—its sweeping design capabilities allow welcome variation throughout the floorplate. Innovative elements and materials impart a lighter scale, add interest to the landscape, and make the most of daylight and views. Even simple open applications can incorporate glass and translucents to connect with the environment.

From private offices and classic workstations to basic call centers, versatility makes PREMISE the platform of choice. Vary height and depth throughout the floorplate for greater architectural interest, choose laminate and fabric or opt for the sophistication of wood and glass, and add features and functionality to suit any application. PREMISE draws on consistent elements to simplify specification and enhance reconfiguration, while making the product line scalable for any budget.

PREMISE excels at blending privacy with collaboration enhancing elements using a common design logic.

Create balance through form, materials, and textures with a consistent aesthetic. Unique design features such as an open base and translucent toppers, banners, and canopies lighten the scale and add interest, but they also provide a measure of privacy and allow light to penetrate deeper into the space. The open base also increases airflow to individual workstations.
Zody Task Seating: Relax Mesh back, Karakul Kork seat.
Combining PREMISE with distinct Moxie visual privacy elements, open-base components, and freestanding tables means reconfiguration requires minimal modification.

Exercise your options.

PREMISE provides remarkable power and data capacity with Power Base™. This industry-leading power platform provides both 3- and 4-circuit solutions for any workspace application. Only PREMISE provides vertical and horizontal lay-in cabling that can be routed and accessed at the base, worksurface, or standing height.

Panel-mounted elements balance the need for visual privacy with the benefits of access to daylight.

Off-modular options offer unlimited flexibility, creating a distinctive look and meeting a broad range of space challenges.

Jump® Stuff worktools help users organize their spaces to match their individual workstyles.

Up-mount overhead storage adds to the visual interest of the landscape while making the most of available space and reducing overall panel height. Upward-opening doors discourage clutter and keep the space clean.

Statement of Line

A sampling of the extensive PREMISE product offering.
Download the full statement of line at haworth.com.
PREMISE can be designed to complement the way organizations naturally grow and change, making it a smart investment in the future.

PREMISE fulfills virtually any customer objectives—whether to create a visually intriguing environment, support occupant comfort and performance, enable powerful technology routing, or complete the space with a single, budget-friendly platform.
For more information call 800.344.2600 or 616.393.3000. Download additional copies at haworth.com.
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